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ABS'l'RACT 

The effectiv-e maan free path for ant:i.nucleona :i>l nucle&:r mat· :>J• 

is calculate< at int.ern~din're energies from the Fermi gas mochl, in i~?.7'"l~1'5 

o:f. ·.;hP. nucleon-antinuc:.eon ··;otal and d:i.ff'erential sce:?:;.tt~ring •!ross aect~_m,.;; . 

rhe results er·e used to obtain the imaginary po.rt of the opti•!al-MO'iel 

potential in the :fo!"ll'Alism or Riese:nf'eld a.nd Watson. J, compa:·i..scm ie: 

ma.dt. vi th the nucleon-nucleon l!ase. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The antiprt)ton beam :from the Berkeley Beve.t.r¢n is uaed i.n 

experiments Vitb counters,
1 

bubble chambers} 2 
and. pbotograpluc emuls~Jna' 

to study the interactton of antinucleons with nucleon£ and nuclei, 

Since the most successful theoretical approach to the problem of ttl 2 

nucleon~nucleus scattering has been made through the optical liiC-del of l:.b.e 

nucleus,
4 Gla.ssgold5 has recently presented a detailed calculatton of 

the antinucleon=nucleus interaction uslng this formal:f.sm. His vork has 

shmm tha.·t the most important parameter of the problem ia the imaginn.ry 

part of the central optice.l poten·tial, since its ve.lue b<~co:mes very large 

as a re:ault of the large ant.inucleon=nucleon cross section. Unfortune:t.ely1 

at the time Glassgold made h:f.s calculation, neither the i~N different.1a.l 

scattering cross sections nor the total cross sections we1·e known a\> the 

required energies, so that he could not obtain the actual value of ~he 

ef'fect1 ve cross section. Therefore he chose f'ar the imaginary part. of 

the opi..l.cal potential tvo extreme values: one corresponding to t.ht; tl· .:,;:_ 1 

experimental cross section as measured in Reference 1a at 450 Mev 1 a.ad i.e 

other corresponding to c..he annihilation part only of thie C::r'Osa sec·i: 1 0n 

~-------------· 

.'\. '• f, - , r .. 



Since 1 at the energies here considered, these t"d'O extrem value£' 

(liffer by a fa<.~t.or of 2, we have considered it a.d.viaabJ_e to calculate 

the effect of the Pauli princ:f.ple :i.n the scattering, ue.ing the now known 

differential cross sections.6 

In doing this \fe have chosen for the :f.maginary central optical 

potential the etanCl..ard defini t1on, 

k. 1 = M ~ 
~s ' 

where k is the antin\tcleon :momentum in the N-N barycentric syutem, 

M the nucleon mass, and )..
8 

the "effective mean free path" defined by 

r 
G 

1 

' 
(2) = -- -· 

wh~re a ts defined below (Formula (4)), and p and "- as in Reference hb. 

W1.thin this formalism our problem has been reduced to calculating 

the "eff'ective N-N cross section," i.e., the part of the total i-N cross 

se<:tion n.ot excludecl by the Pauli principl~. 

In order to do that we have followed the ideas of Goldberger7 and 

Ha.s'alo:nm, Kawai, and Kikuchia in their calculations of the same effect in 

the nucleon··nucleus system. However, there are two Jl!ain differences 

bet'i-reen the N-nucleus and N-nucleus interaction. The :first is ths.t the 

Pauli principle applies only to the nucl:!on inside the nucleus (and not to 

the incoming 9J:ttinucleon), and also only to the scattering part of the 

eros.;;~ section (the annihilation part is entirely unaffected). T'.ae secorui 

is t ·:mt th,e ij..,~: differential scattering cross section is strongly peaked. 



in the f'onrard direction ovtng to d.iftract1on from tne an.aib l.l.s·don 

process, thus invalidating -the aeaumption ot isotropy of' thP a.ngula:r 

distribution. Also we take an energy dependence of the i ... N sco.tterin& 

croso section as · 1/k instead of ljk
2

, as chosen by Hayaka1:1a in the N-·N 

ease. ~ref'ore ve have maintained the piotilrt' of the nucleus as a 

mixture of t~ noninteracting Fermi sasee at zero temperature, but ve 

have dropped the hypothesis of isotropy and have instead used an angular 

d.istribution for N~N scattering of the .form 

o:(e) = A(k) 2 
+ B(k) cos 9 + C(k) oos 9 , 

vhich fits fairly well the theoretical and measured d:f.ff'erentinl cross 

sections for p-p and p-n scattering in t,he energy range between 100 

and 250 f.k!v, lb,6 It wuld be poseible to have a. better fit Vith higher 

powers of cos 9 , but the calculation becomen unreasonably complicated .. 

Considering the rough tmture of the model, elabora:te computations are 

unjustified. 

For example, a difficulty vlth tt..e Fermi gas model that plays a.:u 

Important part in ant:lnucleon phenomena :f.s the lack of any consideration 

(lf' t.he real shape o~ the nucleua. As we sb.ill see, the lnterac'tion or 

antinucleons With the nucleus is mainly on the nuclear surfaee 1 vhere the 

den6ity of nucleons is smaller and the Pauli principl~ lees f!ff"ectlve. 

~)ome consideration of this ertect can perbapa be aceomp11sbed by using a. 

small value of the Fermt energy. We ha.\re chosE'!n 33 ~v for 1;hts parameter,· 

13 correRpon:ling to ~ ,.. 1.2 x 10~ em. 

The uni.form i.. depe.adence of thf'! coef :':tc:tentn of' the cos e 



underestimates t.be eff'ecl of the Pauli principle at the higher energies. 

Thia error is no1; very imp.::lr1:.an:t, hmrever. 

II. CAI£U1ATION OF THE "~"FEC'l''VE M!:AN FREm PA'l'H" 

l.P.t ft1 and P 1 ' be the antinuc.teon roomenta in the labora.to~r 

syatemJ before and after the collision respectively, and P
2 

and P2 ~ 

the c.~orreapondi.og moment .a of' the t;o.rget nucleon. Tbe Fex1ld mt:~1e l give 3 

rise to a. uni:f",:>rm die·t.ribut:lon of~ P 
2 

bounded by the Fel'mi mment.um Pr, 

vh:l.ch ve assume t.o hs.ve the same ,rn.lue for neutroru; Hnd protcruJ. '!'he 

Pauli principle requires P 
2

' .. > PF. See Fig. 1. 

If -we wrtte the different:!.al sca·t-te:ring croe.s set"tiort in Ull! 

no.~cleon-nntinucleou baryeen:trie system aa ~~ I ¥1 - i12 / =' K + L cos S + M co£~2 e, 

we get for the effect.ive cross sec.tion 

J 
2 

,T) 

= 

::; 

•.:>< 

s ( Jl + J2 + J 3)dx ' 

0 

~ 2 L 2 fl -· x2) .-;~ rt X " -
2 

+ X -

2 11
2 Z.! x2 ( 2 

} 3 z2 + (1 2 
+x 

. ( 1 2 
+ Jl. 

f 
a:l ; ! ~L.' ( 1 . 

') 

' 

( 3) 

2 ,.'?(. + .)> 
l" ' . l. ... 

2 2 
0.· ' ) -• C-;)..1. ,.. 

~!)21/ ., I 
.l··X ~)\ 



ancl 

p2 
X = -p=- ; 

-1 

Z = _L sin~l 
1 .X 

z2 = 2 , 

"'6= 

p 
~F 

a = 
~ 

2x 0--2 
1 +X 

z, 

2 2 2 
z 2 2iL;:Y=--=- 8x 
4 -

' {1 + x2) (1 .. x2); 

' 

2 
::: 

(1 + x2)"">- {1 - x2) 

~le consider a nucleus lrl th the same number of' protons and neutron.e; 

sne:'l. ;;1w!:rage over the p~p and p-n c!'oss sections (the f'ontar :l.ncludi:ng 

char~ exchange), therefore defining 

-a ::: , (4} 

1 
T. 

I=O 
21 t.--l 11

1 annih (1 is the isotopic spin) 

[scat \ 

U)l;~t y ltl ths: fa.etor that accouutr1 for the Pauli principle. 

We :;.~ov determine K, L, and 1\I by fitting the ~nreraged. theoretical 

6 
an:Fl~J."' d:tstributions of p~p and p-n sca.tt.e~:-ing e.t di.ff'erent ez:~rg:l.ee. 

The integr~.tion ( 3) ME> been rns.de nuroorict:tlly am the resuJ:ts: 
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:c •f L·:..sc.n the r.:ea.:1 free :.?Hth.:• obt-a.i.ned (a) from en isotrop;.c angular 

r< L hi.: · i but ion ( l- i th the SamE! k depenCi.ence) and ( b J fro:a T := 1 

"i e-, com:plet.-= neglect of the exclusion }>rinciple) are a.lso plotted. 

Finall;;, Table I shows ·.;he imeginnry part of the central opt.ica.l~ 

mo<S.e 1 potential, according to F..,rmula. ( 1); at sevo::ra.l different energies, 

-toge:;her with the correspondiug values :for the case of r ==- 1. 

TABLE I 

Opt:ical potentials: VC! in !l.ev {il. = 1.2 x 10-l.3 em) 

-----------------

50 100 

73 

... . l 90 103 

-----------------~~-----·-

Tl•.e value of· A. e: 
has been el:trapolated .. 

14o 200 

77 8o 

106 l.o8 

26o 

81~ 

.loB 

----~--- ....... ---------· ·- -~- -·-~- - ---~ 
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III. CONCLUSION 

The large value of the nucleon-antinucleon cross section has 

long been known to imply a very short mean free path for antinucleons 

in nuclear matter.· The exclusion-pr:f.nciple effect. considered here 

increases somewhat the mean free path, but not enough to change the 

conclusion that nearly all antinucleon interactions occur on the nuclear 

surface. 

In the same energy r~ the nucleon effective mean free path is 

-13 larger than 5 x 10 em, showing a striking difference between the 

nucleoncnucleus and antinucleoncnucleus interaction 
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MU-15,850 

Fig. 1. 
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